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The control of the delivered raw materials regarding the agreed quantity and quality is a matter of course 

for every paper mill. Due to the large quantities of the delivered goods, it is quite sufficient to limit oneself to 
sample measurements for industrially produced raw materials such as chemicals.

The control of the recovered paper deliveries, which is the biggest cost factor in the value chain, is, despite all 

efforts, a very difficult undertaking, since the composition and quality of the paper bales - especially for mixed 
paper grades - cannot always be ensured.

Although a lot of efforts are already in place to classify the different grades of recovered paper, in practice 
the "homogeneity" of deliveries cannot be ensured in many types of recovered paper, both in terms of quality 

conformity and in terms of the moisture content.

Up to now, it was only possible to determine a representative moisture content of the recovered paper from 
entire truck loads with very high time and personnel costs. The known measuring systems determine the 

moisture content either by placing the measuring system on the surface of the paper bales or by drilling holes 

into the bales and taking samples out of the paper bales. However, all these methods are limited in statistical 
representation in relation to the total load of a truck.

A new microwave-based measuring system is able to measure a large part of the total paper load in less than 
40 seconds in terms of its average moisture content, stressing that the moisture content is determined over 
the entire cross-section of the paper load.

Other features of this system are that it works non-destructively, is very easy to use, does not contain moving 
parts and the results are recorded automatically. The plastic tarpaulin of the truck does not need to be 

removed for measurement.

Depending on the degree of automation, the results of the moisture measurement can be introduced into 

the factory IT system and the corresponding statistics and billings can be compiled there.

Due to the very fast measurement, it is therefore possible to check the moisture content of all incoming 

trucks with waste paper loads without interfering with the logistic process in the factory. However, for exact 
measurement results the loading of the trucks with the paper bales must adhere to certain criteria.

The results available to date show that in addition to a delivery-based payment of the delivered fibers, the 
quality of the delivered paper is also generally increasing.


